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out of context we can easily be ia±*añ misled. One verse alone never proves

anything. A verse -There are: always various possibilities of interpretation,

Comparing verses, checking carefully the various possibilities of meaning we

reach == gain an understanding of the meaning God has givento us. The= If the

words are carefully studied and properly interpreted they will not lead us into

error. - -
-

Satan desires to destroy all that is good. If the Christian seeks God's power

he can resist the wiles of the devil. This does not mean that he will know every

thing. It does not mean that he will never make mistakes. We have to zak seek

God's pwoer as we mo fzail human beings move forward seeking to become more and

more made over into the image of God.

Human language is a weak inadequate Most words are not pàiñts but

areasof meaning. A sentence in Hebrew may have two or three possible interpretations.

In the light of the context we seek the correct one. We translate a sentence into

English and various words in the English sentence can be interpreted in diffetànt

ways.

If God chose He could have written His word upon tables 'of. stone and had them

preserved like the standards--of-weight and length [measurement] in Washington

in the w room in which the'temperature never changes, and everything is done

to prevent the slightest alteration. However this is not what He did. He gave

us His Word in human langauge in order to have an effect upon people.

God could have given us' a series of theological statements Instead he gave

us a Bible composed of some of the greatest literature ever written. A Bible in

which His truth is expressed in various ways in order to haie an effect upon

human beings. Greek was the language of the eastern part of the Roman empire.
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